The Universal Motor Controller UMC100.3 delivers all the reliability and protection you expect while driving an intelligent data hub for predictive applications, maintenance and asset management. Outstanding user experience for smooth running of your operations, paired with unrivalled communication options, simple configuration and market leading software.

Based on the latest device integration standard, Field Device Integration (FDI), this innovative software combines the benefits of two major technologies – EDD and DTM. Whether it’s used on Windows tablets, laptops or PCs, it’s user-friendly and easy to maintain.
FIM UMC edition software tool

The FIM UMC Edition is the standard software that provides all the functionalities you need for effective use of the UMC100.3. Device parametrization, operating and monitoring modes allow fast and easy configuration, testing and online diagnosis. Project management is included for the handling of larger projects. And the localized software allows for multilingual use.

Easy to install, use and maintain on Windows tablets, laptops or PCs.

Scans, identifies and enables access to device within just three minutes.

Connect to UMC100.3 via a simple serial link (control panel with USB port) or Profibus DP.

All required functions for a fast device setup are included and easy to use. Enter parametrization mode for fast and simple configuration of the UMC100.3, including the Custom Application Editor for creating individual motor control functions to suit your application.

Monitor all relevant data such as status, current, voltage, and many more. Comprehensive diagnosis for faults and warnings are included out of the box and make the FIM UMC edition an intelligent data hub for predictive applications.

Operate mode ensures easy testing of a setup. It includes start, stop and fault reset commands and shows the most important data. On and offline modes, bulk functions as well as project management are included.

Not convinced yet?
Test the trial version.
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